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Street Sense aims to serve as a vehicle for elevating voices and public debate on
issues relating to poverty while also creating economic opportunities for people
who are experiencing homelessness in our community.
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A new issue comes out
every two weeks, but you
can stay connected to
Street Sense every day!
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How It Works
ADDRESS 1317 G Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005
PHONE 202.347.2006 FAX 202.347.2166
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Each vendor functions as an independant contractor for Street
Sense. That means he or she reinvests in the organization with
every purchase.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Margaret Chapman, Allison Sherry, Elizabeth
Canizares, Reed Sandridge, Max Gaujean,
Robyn Kerr, Heidi Keller, Jennifer Park, Jeremy
Scott, John Senn, Michael Stoops, Martin
Totaro, Anne Willis

Vendors purchase the paper for
50 cents/issue, which will then
be sold to you for a suggested
donation of $2.

Street Sense publishes
the newspaper.

75%
75% supports the vendors
helping them overcome
homelessness and poverty.

Street
Sense

INTERNS
Hayes Cobb, Manuela Mejia, Christy Ulmet

Vendors buy the newspaper for 50 cents each.

&

25%
25% supports the production
costs at Street Sense.
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The remainder of your
$2 donation directly
supports the vendor.

@streetsensedc
/streetsensedc
OUR STORY
Street Sense began in August 2003 after
Laura Thompson Osuri and Ted Henson
approached the National Coalition for
the Homeless on separate occasions
with the idea to start a street paper in
Washington, D.C.
Through the work of dedicated
volunteers, Street Sense published its
first issue in November 2003. In 2005,
Street Sense achieved 501 ( c ) 3 status
as a nonprofit organization, formed a
board of directors and hired a full-time
executive director.
Today, Street Sense is published every
two weeks through the efforts of four
salaried employees, more than 100
active vendors, and dozens of volunteers.
Nearly 30,000 copies are in circulation
each month.

1. Street Sense will be distributed for
a voluntary donation of $2.00, I
agree not to ask for more than two
dollars or solicit donations for
Street Sense by any other means.
2. I will only purchase the paper from
Street Sense staff and volunteers and
will not sell papers to other vendors.
3. I agree to treat all others, including
customers, staff, volunteers, and
other vendors, respectfully at all
times. I will refrain from threatening
others, pressuring customers into
making a donation, or in engaging in
behavior that condones racism,
sexism, classism, or other prejudices.
4. I agree not to distribute copies of
Street Sense on metro trains and
buses or on private property.
5. I agree to abide by the Street Sense
vendor territorial policy at all times
and will resolve any related disputes I

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Brian Carome
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Eric Falquero
SALES MANAGER
Brandon Caudill
DIRECTOR OF COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING
Jennifer Okosun
NEW INITIATIVES & VOLUNTEERS COORDINATOR
Rachael Buck

have with other vendors in a
professional manner.
6. I understand that I am not an
employee of Street Sense, Inc. but an
independent contractor.
7. I agree to sell no additional goods or
products when distributing Street Sense.
8. I will not distribute Street Sense under
the influence of drugs or alcohol.

VOLUNTEERS
Monica Anderson, Jane Cave, Margaret Chapman,
Johnathan Comer, Julie Garel, Jeffrey Gray,
Jane Goforth, Roxanne Goldberg, Marisa Grotte,
Roberta Haber, Thomas Hedges, Jesse Helfrich,
Maurice King, Sean Lishansky, Victoria Hatterman
O’Banion, Jenny Hopkinson, Ashley Perks, David
Piper Kristin Roach, Mark Rose, Willie Schatz,
David Sellers, David Serota, Kate Sheppard, Ernie
Smith, Lydia Stepanek, Charlotte Tucker, Bryan
Watkins, Marian Wiseman, Eugene Versluysen
VENDORS
Gerald Anderson, Glenn Artis, Aida Basnight,
Kenneth Belkosky, Phillip Black, Reginald Black,
Viktor Blokhine, André Brinson, Donald Brown,
Brianna Butler, Francis Cabezas, Elijah Cornish,
Anthony Crawford, Kwayera Dakari, James Davis,
Charles Davis, Clifton Davis, Chino Dean, David
Denny, Alvin Dixon El, Ronald Dudley, Pieus Ennels,
Linda Euell, Duane Foster, Samuel Fullwood,
Larry Garner, Levester Green, Barron Hall,
Kevin McCommons, Shakaye Henry, Ibn Hipps,
Phillip Howard, Leonard Hyater, Joseph Jackson,
Patricia Jefferson, Donald Johnson, Morgan
Jones, Allen Jones, Linda Jones, Mark Jones, John
Littlejohn, William Mack, Authertimer Matthews,
John Matthews, Kina Mathis, Ashley McMullen,
Jeffery McNeil, Joseph Melton, Cynthia Mewborn,
Kenneth Middleton, Gary Minter, L. Morrow,
Lucifer Potter, Ash-shaheed Rabbil, Joseph Sam,
Chris Shaw, Veda Simpson, Chon Smith, Gwynette
Smith, Terron Solomon, Tamika Staton, Warren
Stevens Jr, Tony Sutton, Sybil Taylor, O. Shernell
Thomas, Eric Thompson-Bey, Sarah TurleyColin, Jacqueline Turner, Ronald Turner, Ronald
Verquer, Martin Walker, Michael Warner, Angelyn
Whitehurst, Greg Ward, Robert Williams, Wendell
Williams, Denise Wilson

Donate Directly To A Vendor
Vendor Name

Vendor Badge #

9. I understand that my badge and (if
applicable) vest are property of Street
Sense, Inc. and will not deface them. I
will present my badge when purchasing
Street Sense. I will always display my
badge when distributing Street Sense.
10. I agree to support Street Sense’s
mission statement. In doing so I
will work to support the Street
Sense community and uphold its
values of honesty, respect, support,
and opportunity.

Comments

Name
Address
Email
Phone Number
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WINTER READING ISSUE

“What I
Learned
from Ben”
Portland Writer
Innovates
Mobile Library

By Laura Moulton
Street News Service/Street Roots
Street Books is a bicycle-powered mobile library, founded in 2011, serving people who live outside in Portland, Oregon.
PHOTO BY JODI DERBY, COURTESY OF STREETBOOKS.ORG

My friend Ben likes chess and bad puns,
and he cooks a mean pot roast on Sundays.
He is a seasoned Dumpster diver, and his
scores include a taxidermied armadillo
(whom he calls Armando), and an ancient
Spanish-English dictionary. He has a funny,
wry wit and keeps a neat apartment.
The apartment is important to this story, because when I first met Ben, he was
sleeping outside on the ground each night.
It was the first summer of Street Books,
the street library I founded in June 2011.
Twice a week I set up my bicycle library,
pulled out the drawer of books and hung
the sign: "Street Books is a bicycle-powered mobile library serving people who
live outside." My shifts were at Skidmore
Fountain on Wednesdays, and the Park
Blocks, near the art museum, on Saturdays. After a few weeks, patrons began
to show up regularly. I checked out the
Twilight series to a girl named Stephanie,
and Louis L'Amour to a tiny wizened man
named Eric. Richard had met the author
Anne Rice in New Orleans, dressed in Victorian Goth. He said she'd climbed into a
glass coffin, which was driven around the
streets (apparently research for the new
book she was working on at the time). He
checked out an armload of her books.
My summer felt rich with these stories,
with the conversations about books I was
having. Soon I looked forward to seeing my regular patrons, and connecting
them with books they'd requested. Ben
showed up each week at Skidmore Fountain, ready for conversation, and serious
about reading. I saw early on that he was

very well read. He was not afraid to tease
me good-naturedly. You haven't read P.G.
Wodehouse? He'd shake his head as if to
say, What kind of street librarian are you?
Ben gamely helped spread the word
about the street library. One day he appeared with a man named Mike, whom
he'd met down by the waterfront. Mike
wanted to read the book Ben had, but
Ben wanted to make sure he checked it
back into me before Mike checked it out.
That's when I knew he was a serious, cardcarrying patron.
The last time I checked out books to
Ben happened in late autumn, on a sunny
day with a chill to the air. He showed up
to Skidmore Fountain in his professorial
glasses and a thin jacket. I remember that
he seemed particularly glum.
"Despair is actually the most deadly
sin," he said. "Worse than all the others,
greed, avarice, all of that." He gestured
vaguely to the books on the cart. "I think I
read that in one of these books."
I asked him if he'd looked into the possibility of a warmer coat for winter, and he
said he knew of two different coat drives
in the past week, where he could have
gone and gotten something free. But he
just hadn't done it.
"Why are you being so hard on yourself?"
I asked him.
He shrugged. "I gotta go. All this introspection is getting me down."
He'd taken two titles: "No Country For
Old Men" by Cormac McCarthy, and "Down
and Out in Paris and London" by George
Orwell The former, a story along the U.S./

Mexico border about a drug deal gone
wrong, and the latter, a memoir of a descent into poverty.
"I'm not sure those particular books will
cure you," I called after him.
Ben waved without looking back.
Two years later, in the fall of 2013, I
looked up from my shift at the corner
of Fourth and Burnside, and there was
Ben. He was grinning. He said he was still
sleeping outside, but that the depression
that had dogged him during the summer we'd first met had finally lifted. We
walked to the Mediterranean Café after
my shift and ordered cups of coffee. I
didn't know then that we'd begin meeting
there weekly, Ben arriving in a hat that
resembled a dun-colored sock, pushing
a cast-off baby stroller full of aluminum
cans, and usually bearing some kind of
Danish or creampuff in a brown paper
bag. I didn't know that later that fall, he
would invite me for a gourmet fish dinner,
cooked at his campsite in the southwest
hills, and that by February he'd have an
apartment. I couldn't know then what an
essential part of the Street Books project
he would become, organizing our library
books, making recommendations and offering bad jokes at our board meetings.
("What did one wall say to the other? Meet
you at the corner.")
One winter day as we sat in the café,
he called about an apartment in Southeast
Portland. After he hung up, I said, "If you
get any static from them, and you want
me to call and have a conversation in a
more dulcimer tone, just say the word."

"I think you mean dulcet, sweetheart,"
he said.
I couldn't know then how much knowing Ben would change the way I thought
about people out on the streets. My initial
impulsew to start a street library had come
from the idea that books and conversation about books, could be enriching and
enlightening, and could transform time,
especially for people living outside. But
now I had seen through a window into one
person's experience, as he fought with a
debilitating depression and for a period of
time, struggled to find a place to sleep on
the ground each night. When I see someone pushing a shopping cart downtown,
or sleeping alongside the waterfront, I
understand they are in this same state of
vulnerability. I see that the line for some is
very thin between sleeping outside on the
ground and being able to tuck clean sheets
on a bed, and sleep somewhere safe.
Ben now maintains an apartment that
is tidier than my own place, with a filing
system for his papers and towels folded
neatly on the rack in the bathroom. Art
hangs on the walls, and he packs a lunch
each day for his new job as a maintenance
person at a cemetery.
And I finally read a book by P.G. Wodehouse.
"Prove it," Ben said.
"Okay, well Bingo is always falling in
love and Bertram wears a bright sash and
purple socks that Jeeves can't stand."
"You coulda got that much from the
CliffNotes," he said.
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New Year
Karla Quintanilla takes part in an Adult Education and Family Literacy Panel at the
Wilson Building. PHOTO COURTESY OF CARLOS ROSARIO INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL

One Woman’s Quest for Education, Despite All Odds
By Manuela Mejia, Editorial Intern

Many immigrants from Latin American nations may relate to the journey of
Karla Quintanilla, and her achievements
throughout the last decade. Quintanilla is
a graduate from Carlos Rosario International Public Charter School in ESL (English as a second language).
“I worked as a babysitter and in restaurants, but it was tremendously hard to establish a communicative relationship with
the people that surrounded me,” Quintanilla said. “I was blessed when a friend
connected me to Carlos Rosario School,
which opened the doors for solving my
language barrier.”
Formerly a D.C. Public School turned
nonprofit, Carlos Rosario has been a charter school since 1998. It was the first
adult-education focused charter in the
United States at that time. Today, more
than 62,000 adults in the District do not
have a high school diploma or GED. However, even adults with a diploma may
need to update their skills to be marketable for living wage jobs.
Carlos Rosario’s model provides job and
life skills training alongside education and
support services such as financial counselling and referral to health programs.
Quintanilla has worked at the Children’s National Hospital since 2001. She
serves in the Women Infants and Children Program as a Medical Authorization
Analyst. She has attained extraordinary
English proficiency while simultaneously
completing her associate degree. In a
recent interview, Quintanilla—born in
El Salvador—told Street Sense her story
about coming to the United States, her
challenges and her choices.
“I have three siblings. I was raised with
the help of my stepfather, and of course,
with the constant positive presence of my
mother. I have always had the desire to
study; my mother instilled within me the
importance of education since the beginning of my infant years.
“Unfortunately, when I turned 15 years
old, my mother’s business experienced a

downfall, leaving her with no other option but to close what she had devoted
herself to for several decades. She migrated to the United States in search of
new prospects to provide a better future
for my siblings and me. Soon after arriving, however, she was forced to return
to El Salvador to take care of her health.
“During that time, I was 17 years old.
As the oldest child, I decided to help my
parents achieve financial stability, which
led me to the States. When I arrived, my
lack of English skills proved to be a barrier that impeded me from progressing
on the objectives that I had established
before moving.
Carlos Rosario changed all of that.
“I had to fix my working schedule to
take classes. Typically, I would attend
school during the day and then work until
midnight. Even though I had a tight agenda
for about a year, I have to say that my English abilities improved terrifically; I began
to comprehend what conversations I heard
in the Metro. I could now order the burger
I wanted in any restaurant. A new world
was opening to me, and I couldn’t help but
feel extremely content and proud of my
achievements. My wish was now to focus
full time on my studies, but I needed to
keep working to help my family.
“I got into a community college and
could only afford to take one class at a
time due to my hectic schedule. Under
those circumstances, it took me eight
years to finish my associate’s degree,
which is usually done in only two. Nevertheless, nothing stopped me from accomplishing my initial goals. My English skills
are much better than they were when I
first came, and I have tripled my salary.
I feel blessed to say that my family and I
bought a house this year and have developed a sense of economic steadiness in
our household. All of this has been settled due to my education attained at Carlos Rosario School, which also contributed
to my foundation of values and ethics.”

All I Want for New Year’s
By Mary Ann Blackman, Vendor

...is the Lord, my shepherd, to find a sponsor who will pull me
out of the chaos and confusion that comes with being homeless.
Trust me, life on the street is horrible. I am tired of sleeping, or
trying to sleep, without a roof over my head in such places as
the awful CCNV shelter, the corner at 13th and U Streets, N.W.,
the lots at 900 E St. NW, the Tenleytown CVS, and too many park
benches to count.
Despite all that, I thank God for my life in 2014. (After all, I
am STILL HERE!) I have tried to improve my situation by applying for Social Security
Disability and Government Benefits, but I was denied. I have re-applied, but I don’t
think I will be accepted. So, I am asking in Jesus’s name (Matthew 7:7,8) for a business
or an individual to help me move into a one-bedroom in the Milestone Apartments,
5740 2nd St. N.E.
Thank you. Bless you. May you have the happiest New Year!

The New Year is about Change
By Scott Lovell, Vendor

Every year
we tend to
set things to
change in our
life, which
most of the
time we don’t
get around to.
Well for me I
just want to
live a better life than I did this year. I
want to get my health back together.
I hope and believe that the new mayor, Muriel Bowser will come through for

housing more homeless families. I had a
chance to talk to her and she said she
has a plan she is working on now.
I hope that Street Sense can move into
more areas, so that other people can see
this mission we are trying to accomplish.
I hope others see the vision of the paper.
So, help make a change in someone’s
life this year, if you can. I am hoping
that the year coming up is the year for
change. And change starts with us. We
must change ourselves before we can help
someone else change. In order to change
the world we must change ourselves.

Blessed Be the New Year
By Jackie Turner, Vendor

Thank God! Another new year I have lived to see. So far I have
seen 63. Last year I went through ups and downs, good and bad.
Through it all God was with me. A lot of other things went on in
2014. The negatives: plans went down, girls got kidnapped in
Africa, and ISIS broke bad.
The positives: Mary Blackman had a grand baby, Cowboy sold
a picture to a gallery and my sister got the pins taken out of her
knees after six years.
I don’t know what will happen in 2015, but I wish everyone a Happy New Year!
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New Year’s, Smile!
By L. Morrow, Vendor

Always smile and share that smile with someone!
Always do an act of kindness for someone!
Make this year and future years more positive by doing unto
others as you would do for yourself.
Always love God, love yourself and share that love.
Be blessed and alive this year.

Give Us Some Hope
By Angie Whitehurst, Vendor

Give us some
hope for the New
Year. Keep a roof
over our heads,
food on the table
and a job that pays.
Let there be
safety and peace;
no fire alarms, fewer police runs and a
city hall that moves forward on behalf of
all people as strong as an Irish rock and
lucky charm.
May our land be led by common sense.
No more furloughs and one-sided party
tête-à-têtes.

Clean air, clean water, a higher minimum wage, better training, more education and healthcare for all would be good
New Year’s goals to attain.
New Year’s wish for DC:
1. Housing for all, rich to poor.
2. Dollars for some and others with
assistance and keys to a door.
3. No more people out in the street
-- exposed to the disconnect of
humanity’s blind neglect.
4. Keeping a balance for all would be
pretty neat.

For Me

By Reginald Black, Vendor, “Da Street Reportin’ Artist”
for me its just another day
for me its a time to remember the year
for me its a time for warmth, we burn coal
almost at year's end
for me its a time to be with true friends
a time to be with family
to focus on the future
a glimpse into the past
to reflect on the good, and the bad
the times of being happy or sad
being in love, or just shooting the breeze
how about the snow when it reaches the knees
how can I express it other than these
for it’s a time to do your best deeds
it’s just another day at the end of the year for me.

Elliott C. Moffitt plays Ezekial, a fictional Street Sense vendor in the production Mayor
for Life: The Untold Story.
PHOTO BY REGINALD BLACK

THEATRE REVIEW: Mayor for Life: The Untold Story
By Reginald Black
Vendor, “Da Street Reportin’ Artist”
This year we witnessed the departure
of Marion Barry, infamously named “Mayor
for Life” by Washington City Paper. The
man was an inspiration to countless Washingtonians, all of whom have stories about
how he moved them.
Ezekiel gave his version on December
15. Mayor for Life: The Untold Story is
a play centered around fictional Street
Sense vendor Ezekial’s Barry story. The
play was funny and more importantly—it
was real. The crowd seemed to hang on
every word. It was nice to see that others respect what Street Sense vendors are
capable of. The play was set at the 70 seventy bus stop in Chinatown. As expected,
each attendee had a Barry story.
The most compelling scenes involved
the Street Sense vendor being ignored
while trying to take part in the conversation and relay his own unique story. The
public ignored him over and over as they

passed by. To see real life acted out on a
stage can be a little hard to swallow.
But this play really honors the Mayor
for Life. It tells how Barry affected not
just policies in Washington, but many lives
personally. I hope this play brought more
attention to Street Sense and affirmed
the untold grand works of a political juggernaut who started his efforts during the
civil rights movement.
If you ever get a chance to see Mayor
for Life: The Untold Story, I guarantee you
will be amazed. Playwright and producer
John Muller was encouraged to revive the
play, originally performed in 2007, following Marion Barry’s recent passing. The two
December 15 shows at Anacostia Playhouse
were the extent of Muller’s plans for the the
production’s second life, but he seems open
to other opportunities to tell the story.
If you get the opportunity to check out
this play I highly recommend it.

New Endeavors
By Sasha Williams, Vendor

I am blessed to be a Street Sense vendor and as the year rolls
around, so happy to be a part of an amazing organization. I will
get to watch Eboni turn two-years-old on Jan. 24 and I will turn 30
in February. It has been a trying year and I am so ready for more
accomplishments. But I am drastically improving and I love taking on new endeavors. I am not giving up and I am not accepting
“no's” where I believe it should be “yes.”

www.AndPizza.com

Property of Nancy Hanks Lincoln Public Library
The Street Sense Writers’ Group is led by writing professionals and meets
every Wednesday at 10:30 a.m. The group’s goal is to develop ideas and
collaborate on the next great issue of Street Sense.

T

he Street Sense writers’ group, Scribes for Hope, was overwhelmed
and humbled by the stories and sentiments our readers chose to share.
Space limitations prohibit us from implementing our wish to print all
of them. Because there was no way to rank “winners,” we have grouped what
was chosen to be published here using three themes that emerged on their
own to best pass on our readers’ experiences, which intersect so closely with
what our vendors share in each issue of Street Sense. The remaining submissions can be read on our website: www.streetsense.org/lifestories

LIFE’S JOURNEY:

HOPE:

My Life

Children of Frost Village

By Vivian Brown

By Donnell Harris
My life was not easy, so I can only speak
the truth. I’ve been down just like the
homeless people in D.C. I’ve been in several children’s centers, foster and group
homes. I’ve also been in shelters, halfway
houses, and the House of Ruth. To make
my past more difficult some of the places
that I stayed I had my two sons with me. At
that time one was 8 months old. It was very
hard for me. I understand when someone
has kids and is on their own. My kids were
placed n school by a social worker because
if they didn’t go to school the city would
have taken them from me. Back in the ‘70’s
social workers were very hard on people
who had kids living in shelters. A lot goes on
and a lot of dangerous things happened in
some of the placed that I have been.

I pray for the homeless
each and every day, hoping that someday they find
a home or that someone
that will reach out and
help them the way they
helped me and my family.
When I was in the House of Ruth, there
was a lady there and we befriended each
other. She left three months after I ar-

rived. When she left she gave me a lot of
clothes for my kids and food as well, because we were new and I hadn’t learned
the ropes. After that, I don’t know how,
but she made a way for my family and me
to go live with my brother until I got on
my feet. She helped me keep my kids in
school as well.
I have been through a lot. I don’t give
up. My children know I am living proof that
there is a way to get out of being homeless. My story hasn’t ended, but I will say
for now, I am married with nine children,
a loving husband, and a warm home to live
in. I also sing in the church choir, and I am
in school.

Beginning to Dance Again
By Therese Gerlach

“We’re all just walking each other
home.” – Ram Dass
Three years ago, while exploring my
heritage at a Norwegian Christmas Bazaar,
I found myself drawn to an illustration of
a lone Norwegian troll, happily sitting on a
tree stump, bundled against the cold and
surrounded by a snowy forest, tending a
cooking pot over a small fire. Warm and
smiling. Alone. Content. At home.
That’s me—my Norwegian self, I
thought. Alone. Apart. Far from the rest
of the world.
Yet not at home.
The hurt, the lack of a sense of belonging, the disconnections in my personal life
hadn't lead me to feel at home. For one
who has always loved seeing life through
all the amazing, and surprising, connections between people and all the pieces
of this world, the disconnect had left a
deep emptiness.
Estranged from the richness of my earlier past, and yet a bit fearful of fully
embracing “Leap, and the net will appear” (Julia Cameron), I yearned for new
connections, to once again be bridged to
something bigger than myself.
Feeling blessed to live in a house where
I felt physically safe and protected, I was

surviving well. Yet, more deeply, I envisioned feeling at home—being in a place
that was more than just a building, a
place where I felt emotionally safe, where
I could thrive. I craved a place of belonging, of solidarity, of creativity, of acceptance of the me that I was created to be
and growing in to. A place surrounded by
companions on the journey, sharing our
stories and challenging each other to
use all our gifts. A place of rest, where
it wasn’t just what I could do, but who I
could be. A place called home.
Then two years ago, my taking a class
at church brought me face to face with
survival problems faced by so many—
homelessness, hunger, low wages, immigration status, gangs, racial prejudice,
discrimination, human trafficking. My
past reappeared, reminding me of others
I’d walked with before: Navajo Indians in
Arizona, poor children in Alabama, the
elderly in Appalachia, the sick in rural
Colombia, South America, the immigrants
learning English in Virginia. These connections to the past brought energy.
I was then drawn to volunteer with a local agency working to end homelessness,
by collecting furniture to fill the new
apartments of the formerly homeless. As a

first-time member of a “Welcome Home”
party on May 1, 2013, I realized that formerly homeless Mr. C was not the only one
who came home that day. Reaching out
to help make his new place, his new life
feel like home, I felt so alive. So much
at home.
“We’re all just walking each other
home.”
I had walked with Mr. C, and Mr. C had
walked with me. Many others I then welcomed home, and they all continue to
make my life, my walking home, so rich.
I had moved from the Norwegian troll
place of aloneness into something more
connected, more whole. I had come forward to touch, and to be touched by others. To be open to the surprises. To better
see who walks alongside me, in solidarity,
as our stories speak to each other.
And from this more grounded place,
this home, I can see better, though not
necessarily any further ahead. Today I
walk with the children at a homeless shelter. Tomorrow isn’t clear yet, but I must
keep walking, accompanying others, and
allowing others to accompany me.
Slowly my life is beginning to dance
again, and I am grateful.

As I start my day, I often realize that
God wakes me up for a unique reason. In
my search to find the meaning of why I am
here, I am forced to continue on a journey
that gives me something to smile about,
something to be hopeful about, and something that continues to push me along the
road, the unknown factory of life. I know
that at any moment, there can be something great that can cause a change in
my life or in someone else’s life and to
me, there is no greater satisfaction than
seeing someone actually receive a blessing. I mean, can you imagine if you had
bad luck or disappointments all the time
and then for reasons unknown to you, you
get your blessing and your life changes?
You smile a little bit more, your sense of
smell is better, your appetite increases,
your vision is three times stronger, you are
in complete happiness and the joy of that
spreads to others like a wildfire!

Can you visualize a life of togetherness
where no one is separate from each other
by means of money or resources and everyone is treated equally? This is a world
that we must be able to obtain and know
it’s possible to have every day. We are
given a new day and we must say “We will
not lie down and die, we will continue to
fight to survive life’s torment, we will
strive for better no matter what.” I will
not give up because God hasn’t given up
on me. I will be a light for all to see as I
warm my life to break apart from the children of the Frost Village. I am no longer
cold. I am warm-hearted and a blanket of
love fills my life. I am a survivor.
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FROM OUR READERS

CREATIVE/ORIGINAL:
Though Trials Should Come

Not Giving Up

By Rosalyn Sloan

By Sandra Ulmer

I work hard to become the best that
I know I can be, and to know that I can
make a better life for me and my family.
Taking care of my family and my health
comes first, that is something that I had to
learn. Being a single mother of six I sometimes think about how I'm going to make
it. When I was unemployed and on public
assistance, it was often difficult. It made
me think about how I am going to take
care of my family and home. I have had
some ups and downs. For example how am
I going to pay rent and put food on the
table? I knew that life could be hard and
that I had to work even harder on whatever comes my way. At that time I didn’t
care much about fashion or materialistic
things like needing to have a car or a big
house. I put all my energy into making it.
Life is what you make it, and getting
my GED became my greatest desire. After
all, without it my progress would be slow.
I went after it with all my heart and simply was not prepared for the devastating
diagnosis of uterine cancer. That set me
back for a moment because I did not know
who to turn to or how to tell my family.
Now that I am cancer free, I am so happy
that I did not let my illness stop me from
reaching my goals.
I tell my children to set high standards,
to never settle for less, and to do whatever it may take to reach their goals in
life. Sometimes you will have some setbacks that will require you to work a little harder to reach your goals in life. My
daughters, my son, grandchildren, and my
health are all very important to me.
In 2010 I started working at the YMCA
as a volunteer. At the YMCA I learned to
become a leader. I also learned what
to do and how to do it. While working
there I had many challenges. I learned to
have patience when caring for children.
I passed the training that is needed for
CPR and First Aid.
The one thing I do know is that at the
YMCA there is always someone to talk to,
to give a hug, who is willing to listen when
it's needed or just say a prayer. One of
my co-workers once told me that life is
a process to take it one step at a time. I

also sometimes have been told that God
will take care of it all. At one time I did
not believe that. Now I know it's true
and I can say, “Thank you for believing
in me.” Before coming to the YMCA I was
lost. The YMCA helped me to build up my
self esteem. Another thing that I was told
was that when you come in to the YMCA,
for whatever the reason, maybe you will
leave better and more positive. Together
we are family. Working and going to school
has been wonderful, and working lets me
know that I have made it.

A Better Place
By Tushar Ponda

Let no terror strike our world,
No one be allowed to wound it and deface,
Let’s join hands to form a global force,
And make this world a better place.
Let’s wipe every tearful eye and feed every hungered soul,
Resolve; to provide all with a sheltering place,
Let’s join hands to form a global force,
And make this world a better place.
Let wars be a bygone eon and peace be an
ever enduring prevail,
No armies to invade, no weapons to lace,
Let’s join hands to form a global force,
And make this world a better place.
Let’s be a sweet fragrance that no boundaries can abound,
And flow carelessly, embellishing a smile
on every face,
Let’s join hands to form a global force,
And make this world a better place.
Let’s stop our inhumane act to conquer
and invade,
For it’s no better than a loss; to win a
catastrophic race,
Let’s join hands to form a global force,
And make this world, “Our World” a better place.

Everyone whose house still stood had
carried every last belonging outside. Mildewed, water-stained remnants of possessions litter the now-vacant lots and
form palpable mountains of loss along
the curbs.
Ms. Dorothy had done this, too, but
before anything else, she located a waterlogged piece of cardboard. Upon it,
she wrote the words that not long ago had
become more important than any others,
the phrase that had saved her and her
grandbaby, too. She wrote them meticulously in her labored script that slanted
every which way with no rhyme or reason
as to capitals and lower cases. It is wELL
wiTh my SouL.
She looks at me hard through her bifocals, as thick as any I’d seen, and she
tells me why. “I di’n’t get out though
they tol’ us to. Me an’ my gran’baby who
is nine years ol’, we stayed here at home.
Well, the rain came an’ the wind blew
startin’ ‘bout nine in the evenin.’ I sat up
watchin’ mosta that night.
“We woke up tonight, a good while
‘fore dawn, an’ that day wasn’t nothin’
but more night seein’ as the clouds was
so gray. The rain was so thick it woulda
blocked out any ray o’ light anyway. An’
the wind . . . I was here for Camille . . .
but that mornin’ Katrina brought us somethin’ we never felt before an’, Lord willing, won’t never pass by here again.
“Well the water started risin’ an’ I figured we better start risin’ up, too. I said
‘Honey, we goin’ up into the ceilin’.’ We
went up with plenty of time so we di’n’t
have to start swimmin’, but I got so nervous because I don’t swim an’ the water

was risin’ that we di’n’t bring a thing up
there with us. Jus’ my baby an’ me.
“She was scared an’ so was I. All I
could think of to do was sing. The wind
an’ the rain by that time was so loud that
you coul’n’t hardly hear nothin’ so we sat
close. At first I sang because it was the
only thing I could do. I di’n’t do it with
my heart, jus’ to be doin’ somethin’. I
was so scared I could only think of one
song an’ I sang it an’ sang it ‘til I believed
it. You know the words, don’ you?
“When peace like a river, attendeth my way,
When sorrows like sea billows roll;
Whatever my lot, Thou hast taught me to say,
It is well, it is well, with my soul.
“The water kep’ risin’. I could see it
there in the dark below us an’ then I could
feel it an’ we was sittin’ in water up in
the ceilin’. I never once stopped singin’
in all those hours we spent up there ‘til
fin’lly it started recedin’. Then I still kep’
singin’ because I knew we had lost everythin’ an’ it di’n’t matter because my baby
was there an’ it was well with our soul.
“If it woul’n’t have stopped right where
it did, we woulda drowned because there
wasn’t no way out o’ that ceilin’. An’ I
don’ swim an’ neither does she.
“It is well, it is well,
With my soul, with my soul
It is well, it is well, with my soul.”
The sign rests lopsided in the mouldering grass against a sterile FEMA trailer
near the skeleton of her house. “There it
stays, honey.” She starts singing again,
“til the Jordan above me shall roll, because I don’ expect to be here for the nex’
big one.”

A Chilling Warmth (a peace tanka)
By Carol P. Thompson

Snow mist sends me home,
shutting out the frozen day,
my soft settling in
stirred, remembering street folks
wrapped in night’s rough white blanket.

Property of Nancy Hanks Lincoln Public Library
Beginning Thursday evening, December 18th, advocates marched in the street—interrupting traffic— carrying the names of those homeless persons that died this year. Marchers began at a memorial plot for historic activist for the homeless, Mitch Snyder, located at Luther Place Church on
Vermont Ave. From there they trekked to Freedom Plaza on Pennsylvania Avenue and established
several tents across the street from the White House complex.
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Arnold Abbott was named Advocate of the Year by the Congressional Hunger Center.
Abbott flew in for The District’s memorial events hoping to make homelessness more
of a national priority. He expects to return to Washington in early 2015 when Congress is back in session. Abbott wants to inspire those in power to see the homeless
as individuals and fight for equality for all. He called the number of people without
housing in the United States a national disgrace. Having spoken with international
press about his resistance to Florida’s new restrictions on feeding the homeless, Abbott asked “what am I supposed to tell China and Russia when they call me to talk
about democracy?”
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Every year across the United States, over 180 cities
participate in holding vigil services to honor those who
have passed away without a home that year. The District
lost at least 53 homeless residents in 2014, including
Street Sense’s own Veda Simpson (for full list, see right).
Two of the 55 names read aloud, Jane and John Doe, are
symbolically listed every year because “there are many
more people who have died homeless that go unreported
or unnoticed,” according to Michael Stoops, Director of
Community Organizing for the National Coalition for the
Homeless—which has sponsored the vigil since 1990.
Washington’s vigil has been unique since 2013, when
local advocacy group People for Fairness Coalition (PFFC)
and other community partners began organizing action
events surrounding the vigil. This year marked PFFC’s
second annual sleep out, rally and march to raise awareness about the harshness, prevalence, and dire risks associated with homelessness in D.C.—ultimately campaigning
for housing to be considered a human right. An empty
casket was carried through the streets, representing
those that died. PFFC further built on the 2014 event by
soliciting donations of hand warmers, hats, sleeping bags
and other suppplies to assemble survival kits for people
living on the street.
In solidarity, Arnold Abbott— 91—flew in from Fort
Lauderdale, Fl to take part in each stage of memorial
day events in the nation’s capital. Abbott rose to international prominance by disregarding Fort Lauderdale’s
new “anti-feeding” ordinances when operating his meal
program for local homeless people. He highlighted that
homeless people are not able to enjoy the same simple pleasures as tourists on the beach where he operates. Abbott has received noncompliance citations that
threaten at least $1500 in fines and 180 days in jail,
according to the National Law Center on Homelessness.
-Eric Falquero, Editor-in-Chief

Homeless Persons
Olider Isnaga "Carlos" Berroa
David Bobo
Talbert Mitchell Bright
Bernice Brown
Charles Geoffrey Campbell
Janelle Clipper
Darren Dirks
Jane Doe
John Doe
Jeff Dupree
Michelle Easley
Daniel Ellis
Jaime Escamilla
Angel Evans
Jose Flores
Donnie Grogg
Valerie Hall
Phil Harris
Wuerlen Herrson
James Higdon
Holley Holley
Brenda Jaiye
Jeffery Johnson
Michael T. Johnson
Amos Milburn Jones
Sheku Kanu
Michael Leslie
William Lewis
Russell Liming
Garoz Lopez
Beverly Lucas
Zomai Mominzada
James Myles
Charles B. Newton
Gerwin Noriega
Reed Page
Eugene Porter
Randy Pressley
Rashard Raigns
Robert Rhodes
Annette Rouse
Robert Shafley
Veda Simpson
Onk'yun Smith
Billy Jo Stallard
Anthony Thomas
Curtis Thomas
John Tillman
Timothy Turner
Hilda Venson
Francis Ward
Michael Whistleman
Barry Whitten
Isaiah Williams
Kermit Williams

Advocates/
Volunteers/Staffers
Sister Mary Ellen Ford, SOME
Roger Newell, Empower DC
Robert H. wart, SOME/COHHO
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Rosie & Lady

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
By Terron Solomon,
Vendor
Happy
New Years
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Times Square

Celebration

Parades

Egg Nog

Dance

Ball Drop

Black Eyed Peas

Resolution

Fireworks

Year Count
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OPINION

Does The District Really Want to End homelessness?
By Eric Sheptock, Shacona Ward, Retina Christian, Schyla Poindexter, Ladawn Garrison, Naomi Carthens, Johanna Bockman, Agnes Gagyi
Volunteers
The D.C. City Council has declared December 31st to be Eric Jonathan Sheptock
Day, acknowledging his eight and a half
years of homeless advocacy work to date,
as well as his leadership in a group effort
to address the future of the 1,350-bed
Federal City Shelter.
December 31, 2014 also happens
to be the day Homeless No More, the
2004 10-year plan to end homelessness
in D.C., would have concluded. That
plan was scrapped in 2007 for failing to
meet benchmarks.
Mayor-elect Muriel Bowser wants to
create her own 10-year plan that ends
family homelessness by 2018—two years
ahead of the feds’ plan, Opening Doors,
to end youth and family homelessness
by 2020—and all homelessness by 2025.
She’s made no mention thus far of
the failed 10-year plan and might be
doomed to make the same mistakes.
That’s not to mention that intentions
and practical application always seem
to differ when it comes to how our government handles homelessness.
If we assumed the government is doing
exactly what it intends to, it would appear D.C. Government intends to fail to
end homelessness; it would appear that
mayors Fenty and Gray each pulled together affordable housing task forces to
create a facade of wanting to enable lowincome workers to live in D.C. If that is
not the case, then our government’s track
record on these issues looks grossly incompetent: spending hundreds of millions of
tax dollars without ending homelessness.
Either option is cause for concern.
You don’t have to look far to under-

stand why homelessness in the District
has increased by at least 50 percent since
Homeless No More was adopted. Gentrification is alive and well in the nation’s
capital. Average rents for a one bedroom apartment hover around $1,500 per
month. Conservative estimates put a living wage for a single adult with no children at $14 per hour—the minimum wage
sits at $9.50. Many people who labor in
the city can’t afford to live here without
sharing a household between multiple
full-time workers.
Getting even a minimum-wage job can
be quite challenging. Employers often
discriminate against poor and homeless
people who are actively seeking employment. A 2010 study by the Society for Human Resources Management found that
60 percent of employers nationwide use
credit checks for some or all job openings.
Congressman Steve Cohen (D-TN9) introduced the Equal Employment for All Act in
2011 to combat such discrimination, and
Senator Elizabeth Warren [D-MA] introduced a similar bill to the Senate in 2013,
they are still up for debate. Many D.C.
advocates have fervently asked the government to assist the homeless with their
employment challenges – cries that have
fallen on deaf ears until very recently.
There is much to be said for personal
responsibility, but those who’ve fallen on
hard times often need government supports
to become productive citizens again. Over
one-third of Washingtonians are functionally
illiterate, and we boast the lowest graduation rate in the country -- more than half of
students have dropped out in recent years.
But D.C. government has gone so far

as to withdraw such supports. In February
2013 the plug was pulled on a sweat equity program open to Temporary Assistance
for Needy Families (TANF) recipients, even
though the majority of homeless parents
in the job-training program were on track
to be housed and employed. The $2.6
million spent renovating two buildings on
Wayne Place in Southeast is cited as the
reason for shuttering the pilot program.
Yet city officials heralded it’s proof that
many welfare recipients want to work.
Two months later, in direct contrast,
Deputy Mayor Beatriz “BB” Otero implied benefit recipients would rather
game the system.
“Once placed in shelter or in a hotel,
the City currently has limited authority
to require families to take alternatives to
shelter. And, because families in shelter
today pay no rent, no utilities, receive
most of their meals for free, keep the full
amount of their income, including TANF
and food stamps, and receive many other
supportive services, such as transportation
and child care, there is a significant incentive for families to stay in shelter,” Otero
argued in an April 2013 email.
The previous year, Mayor Gray said that
he needed to draw high-earners into the
city to support social services. Matched
against the city’s aggressive efforts to
wean people off of these very services,
his statement looks more like cover for a
plan that hands the city to the wealthy and
forces middle to low-income people out.
The U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development has drawn districts
across the country for which it determines
the Area Median Income (AMI). Our AMI dis-

trict encompasses seven of the 10 wealthiest counties in the country, resulting in an
AMI of approximately $110,000 per year
for a family of four. D.C. Government will
subsidize rents and mandate the creation
of “affordable” housing for those making
up to 80% of AMI, or $88,000 in our case.
What about those earning $30,000 or less?
This means some landlords are guaranteed
$2,200 per month from high earners and
might still receive subsidies from the government; while full-time minimum-wage
workers who can only afford to pay $475
per month are left without adequate support. Some low-wage workers live in public
housing – much of which is being declared
unfit for human habitation.
D.C. was declared a Human Rights City
by the American Friends Service Committee on December 10, 2008 to “make it a
model for communities around the world
to witness practical ways the human rights
framework can make every citizen a partner of sustainable change.” This is impossible to live up to as long as our homeless
and low-income residents remain disenfranchised. But the framework does
afford us a mechanism to structure our
arguments. The National Coalition for the
Homeless is already campaigning for city
council to adopt a Homeless Bill of Rights,
which among other things would combat
housing and employment discrimination.
Let’s promote these issues relentlessly
during the Bowser administration.
This document is the result of a Dec.
17th meeting held by Eric Sheptock. The
next meeting will be December 31st,
2014 from 1 to 4 PM in Room A-5 of MLK,
Jr. Library.

services,” ICH Executive Director Kristy
Greenwalt said.
Homeless advocate Eric Sheptock was
eager to see a more concrete path to living wage jobs for the program to succeed.
The group also tossed around ideas about
a daytime service center.
DHS interim Executive Director Debra
Carroll said the family shelter system will
be restructured to target a reduction in
the number of families in shelters and a
shorter stay for those families. Part of the
plan includes adding support services to
nightly emergency shelter sites.
“We know some of our younger families
are coming with bad credit, criminal history, or have no credit or rental history,”
Carroll said, while acknowledging some

families have trouble qualifying for various housing programs. “The shelter system is supposed to be a short term thing.”
The ICH is developing new program models to help homeless people transition
into stable housing faster. However, It is
unclear how long these changes will take.
With a changing of the guard throughout D.C. government, advocates and service providers may need to educate some
of the new administration on what work
has been successful and what remains
to be done. It will be a real test to see
whether Mayor-elect Bowser’s plan to
end homelessness will have some effect
achieving that goal.

A New Council on Homelessness
By Reginald Black, Vendor, “Da Street Reportin Artist”
The District of
C o l u m b i a ’s I n t e r agency Council on
Homelessness (ICH)
held its final meeting
of the year on Dec.
16. Members gathered in St. Stephen’s
Church, modest home to a number of
programs for homeless individuals. This
would be the final meeting for some
members, such as city administrator Allen Lew, due to the Bowser administration taking charge next year.
However, even though change is coming, key issues in the homeless community remain constant. The pre-meeting
involved a discussion centered around

introducing the new Food Stamp Employment and Training Program.
The new program add-on provides job
placement and preparation to low-income
individuals who are eligible for food stamps
but cannot receive cash assistance. The
end goal is to lead each individual off public assistance to self sufficiency.
“We are frustrated because you don’t
hear us,” said William Taft, a client of
soup kitchen and employment service provider Thrive DC. His statement reflected
the feelings of many social service consumers who are not satisfied with how District government programs have operated
in the past.
“We are trying to figure out how to
marry employment services and human
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The Lion King

By Gerald Anderson, Vendor

By Chon Gotti, Vendor

Crocodiles, bears, squirrels and dogs;
The Lion King is having a ball.
He’s scratching and pawing his way to the top.
He’s the King of the jungle, like it or not.
And if you’re too big to give a loving hand or some help,
He’ll nicely reply: I’ll do it myself!
Like baseball bats and Super Bowl rings,
HE’s the leader of the pack.
He’s the Lion King.
And to God be the glory, what a beautiful day.
Be fierce like a lion, eat your Wheaties and pray.
Cause you never know life’s turns and doubts.
So, just roar like a lion;
I’m a man not a mouse.

Forgiveness
By Phillip Black
“The Cat in the Hat”
Vendor

Forgive people in your
life. Even those who are
not sorry for their actions.
Holding onto anger only
hurts you, not them. Do
not close the door. Forgiveness is the key.

The Four Horses
By Robert Warren, Vendor

I see a painting of four blue horses
With four riders galloping upon the clouds
The riders so black they turn the four horses
Purple, dark blue.
The eyes of the four horses shine bright red of fiery sun
With the swords of the four horsemen
Dripping in blood, for many men have lost their heads.
The widows and the orphans turn away
And give no thoughts of the sinners’ screams this day
When the four winds will carry the souls of sinners
On the backs of the four blue horses
When the fire of hell will be brought near
And the promise destination
What a bad destination it is.
But for those who shall see the Christ
Riding a white horse with a scale
To weigh the deeds of those who did right
The left hand a sword to cast out
The ones who would not follow His light.
For the four blue horses with the four black riders
The painting of hell in the sights
Never turning away
Bringing forward that what they have been painting to do.

Is It all Over a Cigarette? TEASER TRAILER:
By Patty Smith, Vendor

Mystery Island

My Saturday morning started off going to
Shiloh Baptist Church.
Shiloh feeds the homeless in our community. While getting my
food, I looked across
the room to see if anyone that I knew was
there. One of my fellow vendors was, but I
couldn’t focus on him. I raced through the
YWCA and knocked on my friends doors, all
I could think about was craving for a cigarette. Thursday I had even cursed at a girl
because I didn’t have one.This evening I
tried to help a girl get a bag of potato chips
that had not fallen to the bottom of the
machine. We knocked the machine around
without much luck and decided to smoke a
cigarette instead. Yes my friend, it’s always
over a cigarette.

After Ibn Hipps’ “Beggar’s Plea” concludes, brace yourself for the intrigue
surrounding “Mystery Island!”
World News Today reports on global
rumors of an island found far off the East
Coast. No one knows anything about this
island. Nowhere in our history or maps
have we seen or heard of such an island.
People are starting to call it a mystery
island. No one knows where it came from.
It just popped straight out of the ground
in the middle of Sudan. Now here’s the
amazing thing: religious believers are
calling this island a gift from God—one
last calling before our judgement. That’s
crazy! The government probably knew
about this so- called “Mystery Island” the
whole time. The story just leaked...

That’s how I greet
my Street Sense customers, many of whom
have been reading my
ongoing story, “My Katrina,” in Street Sense,
about my struggles and
triumphs during Hurricane Katrina. And
they have been asking about my life.
My Name is Gerald Anderson. I was born
and raised in New Orleans. I am 45 years
old. I come from a low class family and I
came up in a real small house.
My mother had eight kids with a variety of fathers—we were five boys and
three girls, but no one else had my father. And none of the fathers were there
to help Mama.
Coming up, life was hard with eight kids
and one mother. I didn’t finish school. I
left after seventh grade because I started
getting into trouble with the law.
My first offense was a simple burglary:
I got caught walking away from a car that
my friend and I had broken into. My friend
ran away and the police found me with
a pocketbook, clothes, and a suitcase we
had taken.
I was sentenced to three months at a
juvenile detention center. After serving
that term, I went before a judge who told
me, “I’ll give you a year probation. Promise me you’ll go back to school and that I
won’t see you here again. If I do, I’m going to send you to the Louisiana Training
Institute [LTI] in Baton Rouge.”

After that, my mother said, “Either you
live by my rules or—if you think you’re
man enough—you can go out the door. I’m
not putting you out, but if you can’t live
by my rules, then you’ll go out the door.”
I discussed it with a few of my friends
in the clubhouse we had built in the
woods with two by fours. The clubhouse
had a scrap of carpet and an old sofa.
We always talked about our mothers
there saying, “my mama say this, my
mama say that.”
I told my friends, “I don’t really like
school, and I can’t live by my mama’s
house rules. I gotta get out of the house.”
My older brother sat me down to talk
man to man. He asked me, “man, what
do you really want out of life?”
I told him, “I’m trying to finish school,
but Mama asking for too much. I gonna go
stay with friends.”
My friends’ mothers liked me like a son.
So I moved to the garage of one friend’s
house. Initially, his parents didn’t know I
was sleeping there. Every weekend, they
went to the country to visit family. The
first weekend I hid in the trunk of their
Cadillac, curled up beside the luggage.
When we arrived, his mother found me
and said, “What you doin’ here?”
But she took me in like a son. She said
“I aint got no problem with you staying in
the garage. You can sleep on that old sofa
in there.”
(to be continued)

By Chris Shaw “Cowboy Poet” Episode 23

HOSPITAL VISITIN’ TIME
Billy had a psychic spasm of guilt. Even
though his erstwhile mentor in vice, Jeduel Romulo Harris, lay writhing in obvious pain, in the Indy Reader’s home and
shop; he just had to split.
“My mind is telling me the Rev is in
deep kimchi,” he cried out as he dashed up
H Street towards the parsonage.
When he arrived at the Mission of Last
Resort, Macedonia moaned, aghast. “Billy,
he done taken a turn for the worse-est!”
Billy pushed his way into the man’s study.
nothing too unusual- a table overturned-broken bottled, booze spilled on Bibles.
“So where is he, Macedonia? The Ferret
got to him at last?”
“No man,” she replied angrily, “He at
Providence Hospit’l..Bed 206!”
Billy took the W1 bus, the milk run,
which belched him out beside the tired
fluorescent ER loading area-- kind of reminded him of the bus depot downtown,
he thought.

By Reverend Rand’s bedside, he saw
his cardboard ‘hero’ appeared bit yellow
around the gills. He knelt patiently beside
the half shrouded patient until Randstirred
slightly, and coughed. “Uh, Billy, ‘zat You?”
Billy nodded, gazing with no little concern at his dear new friend.
“Billy, look..” Billy could discern the alcohol cloud around poor Rev, and he felt
all the more sheepish about his last ‘glub
glub’” but he inclined close to the older
guy with no small shred of admiration.
“Billy, I’m okay for now, forget about
your errors, and go find your Lady Love,
she’s your future-- I’ll soon be your past,
now go on, son.. SKEDADDLE!” as Billy
shuffled slowly down the dim corridor, his
step lightened, increased his pace, doggone it, no more screw ups-- Time to rise,
shine, and find Skipper!!”
(to be continued)
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STAR TREK: The Survivors of Caprica
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WINTER READING ISSUE

By Ken Belkosky, Vendor

Stardate 9986045.6, the USS Enterprise
is in route for some R&R, after fixing the
timeline. All of a sudden they came across
a huge fleet of old ships on their radar...
They tried to hail the biggest one, to
find out who they are. But the battlestar
Gladiator could not respond. First-officer
William T. Riker was acting captain of the
Enterprise. In order to speak with him
peacefully, the Gladiator sends a shuttle
from their ship to the Enterprise, linking
up to the Enterprise air dock.
A man and woman, who appear to be
two officers board the Enterprise from the
shuttle. A security team meets them, looking for who is in command from the strange
ship, Gladiator. The man introduces himself
as Admiral Apollo, and the woman Captain
Starbuck. The two strange officers challenge
the Enterprises crew, wary that these new-

comers are not human. Lieutenant Worf,
confused, takes Apollo and Starbuck to sick
bay. The doc demonstrates that most of the
crew is in-fact human, with the obvious exception of Worf - who is a Klingon.
Worf escorts the two strange visitors
to a conference room to meet Captain
Riker. Admiral Apollo asked if the strange
ship could help them find a new planet
to sustain all the people his waylaid fleet
is carrying. Apollo explains what has happened to their home world, Caprica. They
are being chased by beings called Cylons.
The Cylons aim to wipe out all aboard the
battlestar Gladiator and their fleet - the
only people left after the Cylon takeover
of Caprica. The people tried to escape to
Earth but their enemies found them. It has
been centuries since then - which is why
the crew was so wary of the Enterprise,

not believing Earth to be
taken and this just another
Cylon ploy.
Riker said he would have
to call Starfleet to confirm
all this. Starfleet Command
not only confirmed the Cylon war, but dispatched a small Federation squadron to help
safeguard the Gladiator and her people as
they searched for a new planet to colonize
and strike back at the Cylons from.
Apollo was so grateful that he joined
Starfleet. Soon after the strange old fleet
was updated and outfitted to survive
the next attack and communicate with
Starfleet. Admiral Apollo and Captain Starbuck were briefed that the Cylons might
have been ancestors of a more modern
problem: the Borg. The Riker and the Federation remained curious as to why they

had not run into the Gladiator, any other
battlestars, or the Cylons until now. But
with the recent timeline tomfoolery - most
things were in the realm of the possible.
Apollo and Starbuck had centuries of
culture to catch up on. They were baffled
to learn there was not currency any more.
Everyone on board learned and played
games from a lost planet,Topeka, to pass
the time.
But the Cylons were still out there - a
planet that had no life on it and could hide
their entire fleet to stage their war from...
(to be continued)

again, there was nothing. He thought
of returning to the place where he
first awakened. When he did, and went
through the tube, he found no provisions
of any kind. It suddenly occurred to him
this seemed like a high tech coffin. He
decided to pull out some of the padding
and take it back to the cave for bedding.
The hunger brought him back into focus. He would have to forage. But that
posed many problems. First of all, would
there be any “food” at all? Second of
all, could he eat it if there were? Colors
were always a clue. Red in nature was
usually a warning of danger. But that was
all he remembered.
He found nothing to eat that day. But
he did find water and drank just a little.
He would wait a while before drinking
again. He made sure he could find his way
back to the small waterfall by marking the
trail with colorful leaves, pointing them in
the direction of the source of water.
Having walked around for several hours
he began feeling tired, and made his way
back to the shelter, following another trail
he had made. He built his fire and settled
in. He was uncomfortable because he was
hungry and couldn’t fill himself with the
water because he had to wait and make
sure it didn’t make him sick. Eventually,
though, he did fall asleep.The next day
was much as the first two but his foraging
was beginning to pay off and the water
had not made him sick. He drank as much
as he wanted, made a gourd to carry it
from surrounding vegetation and used
some of his clothing to carry the foraged
berries and fruits back. He began marking
his days with stick figures on one small
part of the cave wall.
Then, one day while out foraging, he
heard sounds he knew did not belong to

this world. The first one reminded him of
the roar of a huge beast, horribly loud
after so long alone and so much natural
silence. Then, the sounds seemed to multiply. After the first sound had stopped,
other smaller, weaker ones took over. He
was getting closer to them but feeling surrounded and panicky. Instinct drove him
to hurry back to his shelter and safety.
When he arrived at the cave, he
stopped dead in his tracks! The voices
had bodies. And the bodies…well they just
stood there for several moments, staring,
but seemingly friendly bodies. But then
he noticed objects in their hands, objects
they were pointing at him. But their expressions quickly changed to smiles and
the weapons were lowered and put away
onto their clothing. One of the “voices”
stepped forward. The cave man cocked
his head to one side…there was a familiarity about this stranger, but he could not
make the puzzling thoughts fit together,
as regarded this man or the others with
him. He sensed no aggression coming from
this man but he stood still anyway. He was
thinking ‘do they know me.’
It would take more time for him to fully
remember. As they gently led him aboard
a craft, he felt no fear, just curiosity. A
startled response took over him as the
craft rose from the ground and flew directly up. It flew slowly past the jungle,
past the clouds, past the planet and into
the blackness of outer space and…stars.
Millions of them. Billions!
Then he saw another ship, much larger;
and it accepted the smaller craft into an
opening on its side. Familiarity, peace,
a welcoming feeling embraced him. He
didn’t know why. But it felt welcoming.
Was this home? Eventually, it would all
come back.

The Cave Man
By Jane Goforth
Volunteer
When he first awoke he had no memory
to inform him of who he was or where he
was. How he came to be in this place, in
this forest and inside…a box! A very sophisticated box. He was weak when he tried to
sit up and didn’t know why that was either.
He decided to lay back and rest.
When he awoke again he was aware of
some very interesting dreams. But they
were fragmentary, confusing, made no
sense and quickly faded away. He looked
around ‘the box’ and decided it was not
exactly a simple box. It was some kind of
tube with dials and colorful light displays.
Instinctively he wanted to get our and felt
around for something to get a hold on. He
found a grip. He pulled it and the top shot
off, startling him into sitting up.
As he looked around, bright sunshine
struck him hard in the face, hurting his
eyes and forcing him to quickly shield
them with his forearm. After a few seconds, he slowly lowered it and his eyes
gradually adjusted to the sunlight. He
tried to stand, very slowly at first. It took
a few more minutes before he could adjust his stance and feel balanced. He
stood straight up, adjusted his clothing
(which were a very good quality), and,
it occurred to him that he would have
no problem if the climate were to turn
colder. Meanwhile, he enjoyed the rich,
warm sunshine on his body and the smell
of a pristine forest.
Suddenly, the ground shuddered under
him. He caught himself, rocking to keep his
footing. The shaking stopped. He looked
around, nothing – only jungle. If there were
life, it had not made itself obvious to him
as yet. The sounds he heard and the foliage

around him, was not unfamiliar. He decided
to walk for a while, wanting to bring some
strength and stability to his legs.
Sometime into his walk, he began to
notice it was getting darker and somewhat chillier. He needed to find shelter.
The wind also blew with some anger and
the planet responded with a low growl
and moan, as if in pain. He returned his
focus on needing shelter. He left the area
slowly, looking around for a possible path
that would take him toward shelter. The
air was sweet, no industrial odors to assault his sense of smell.
An overwhelming feeling of being totally alone swept over him. It made him
stop where he stood and take a huge deep
breath. He didn’t know how long he had
stood there, except it was nearer to total
darkness when he again became aware of
his surroundings.
As the darkness expanded and the night
settled over him, he felt around his clothing for something that might make a light.
There was nothing. But there was moonlight and that allowed him to continue his
search. It was perhaps an hour before he
found it. He moved inside slowly, looked
around and decided no other creature had
beaten him to this “perfect” shelter. He
made a fire at the entrance and settled in
with his few possessions. He was incredibly tired and fell asleep quickly.
The next day he was awake with the
sun. The fire had made the cave warm
and he had slept well. As he moved into
the sunlight, another bright and beautiful
day greeted him. But dreams had intruded
during the night, dreams of people and
objects he could not make sense of.
Suddenly he was hungry. He felt again
around his clothing, this time for something that would sate his hunger, but
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I Could Teach the Class

During the Civil
Rights era, the cry of
racism was backed with
evidence. Americans
saw Bull Connor and
sheriff Jim Clark. People saw the dogs biting
innocent children and the bashed, bloated
skull of Emmett Till. But today people are
screaming “injustice” although there is no
moral witness to any of these events.
When I walk down the street now I see
banners saying “ Black Lives Matter” or see
people with arms in the air saying “ hands
up don’t shoot.“ Then I see a new age race
leader. Martin Luther King and Malcolm X
were humble, Martin Luther King would
never set a stage on Capitol Hill with a VIP
section for celebrity race speakers, nor
would he allow protesters to sell T-shirts
and memorabilia for marches in Selma and
Birmingham. However, while Al Sharpton
wants to invoke civil rights, he also pimps
the social movement to elevate himself.
The black masses he claims to love are suffering and devoid of moral leadership.
Liberals piss me off!
When did our country go astray? How
did we get this way? Once upon a time
Democrats fought for civil rights and social justice. Today they fight for gender
neutral bathrooms and the right for men
to cross dress and wear lingerie to work.
They believe their guilt and condemnation
is helping blacks. Instead, these emotions
undermine their ability to critically think
and use good judgment. By feeling sorry
for African Americans they don't know,
they are hampering their full potential
and fundamentally destroying them.
Liberalism is destructive. It is based on
emotion rather than realism. No matter
how much evidence is presented in the
Mike Brown and Eric Garner proceedings,
liberals will never accept the verdict because liberals would rather hear the narrative that blacks are oppressed instead of
the reality that many are criminals.
Liberalism is not about helping the
poor and oppressed but about a few
egos who think they are the enlightened and anointed.

I am Street Sense
Vendor #536. At
age 60, I live on the
street. The irony is,
the very thing that
makes it most dangerous to be on the
street is what keeps me here - my health.
My lack of optimal health. In addition to
heart disease, I’ve had two heart attacks
and surgeries in recent months. I have
multiple, painful, neurological afflictions and a chronic respiratory dysfunction. There are more surgeries pending
but most have been postponed. It’s not
possible to rest and recuperate on a cold
park bench! What I live and strive for is
to support my two minor children, both
with hidden “developmental challenges.”
Both are honor roll students and like
their dad, they have the spirit to overcome and achieve.
A born entrepreneur, I once owned and
operated businesses in finance, real estate, and retail. Prior to that, I worked
in community action as a crisis interven-

By Jeffery McNeil, Vendor

By Ken Martin, Vendor

tion counselor and, even more ironic, as a
homeless shelter manager. I have been an
advocate for the homeless and the poor.
Around 2005, my health began to deteriorate and by 2009, I’d had five heart related
surgeries and as many bouts of pneumonia. My home relationship suffered and we
parted, breaking up my family. My kids and
I, once an inseparable trio, began to drift
apart. I became homeless and I’ve been
trying to navigate social services in DC without success. I had to enter a program for
fathers that are returning citizens because
they were the only ones that would help
me. They could not help directly, but lead
me to Life Asset, Inc.
Life Asset immediately recognized that I
was an entrepreneur. I told them I wanted
to start a business selling hats and other
accessories (gloves, umbrellas, etc.), and
eventually start a nonprofit foundation to
advocate for children with dyslexia and
selective autism. I was willing to enter a
long-term training program to qualify for a
loan, but Markus Larson, the director of Life
Asset said “Ken, with your experience, you

could teach the class. You don’t need instruction, you need merchandise.” So I was
fast-tracked and approved for a small loan.
Unfortunately, shortly after purchasing
the merchandise, I suffered the aforementioned two heart attacks and needed surgery. The loan terms were extended and
my health is improving, but I’m still not
well enough to haul my inventory around
and grow my business. Life Asset encouraged me to sell Street Sense newspapers
because I know how to sell. I’m now generating some income for food and provisions and I’m paying off my loan. Soon,
I’ll be able to refinance and get my D.C.
Vending License.
But today, the elements, lack of housing, and health issues are compromising
my efforts to earn income. I was really
driven to get housing and have a Christmas for and with my children.
I’m Ken, Vendor #536 and could use any
help in securing housing, increased legal
custody, and having a Happy New Year. I
wish you and yours the merriest holidays
of your lives!!

THE ENCHANTED ISLAND: Part 1
By Juan Callejon, Vendor

A brief, true story...
Before the sun
begins to warm the
roofs of houses in
Puerto Rico, the
streets are packed
with sweaty individuals. Addicts abound on
all corners, like a plague of zombies from
the movies. Some are deformed, some
missing a body part, others have open
sores or experience pregnancy again and
again..., skinny, fat, white, black or with
strange colors, of any religion or gender.
Some ask tiredly, others ill-humored,
others ask only for bills and even for
credit cards, the faces of other supplicants reflect the pitiless passage of a life
filled with violent blows and abuse. Literally at every stoplight, in every community, on every corner in every town,

in your best hiding place you can find
an addict, and a number perhaps even
larger than those begging in the streets,
defeated by the misery of a society, that
openly admits its own downfall, live in
their houses, concealed, battling an
anonymous vice, incognito.
Harry was not like the rest, rarely did
he ask for money without offering something in exchange. "El Gringo", as some
called him, was truly a special person, a
voluntarily retired captain in the North
American maritime industry, an artist,
a first-rate guitarist in whose repertoire
lived the stories of all the damp, dark
alleys of the world, an ambassador of a
breed of dispassionate sages, all courage
and valor... a friend. A true survivor of
a war where the enemy is exposed and
there is no way to eliminate him. You
can die as many times as it takes to learn

the truth and be sure that the enemy will
remain vigilant, waiting behind the door.
Harry Simons was one of the many foreigners who came to the island looking for
the favors that this island offers to its inhabitants: warm temperature , an all year
round tropical country and the generosity
of a people who have in some corner of
their own family a mirror with the worst
crooked face that you can invent and
streets with the purest, most accessible
and varied narcotic pharmacy you can find
in the American territory.

Some in jest knew me
As "Ainsworthy,"
Yet, you showed me
the name "Jonathan"
was much more worthy.
Your intellect the highest,
Your wit the driest.
When necessary, your
voice, Stentorian.
After all, you were-

The “Contrarian”—
Little you showed me about
books/ and about Life,
would be viewed through
My eyes, as
Contrary.
Whomsoever knew
Your life would be so brief
Ours, in stark relief;
Remain unsolved

If not, Un-resolved.
Beyond what veil
Separates you Beloved
souls from this curious realm!
Hale and ever hearty,
Dear Teacher
(never the preacher),
Maintain the helm,
Always steady.

(to be continued)
Thank you to Douglas McRae, Daniel
Whittier, Glori Colon for translation.

By Chris Shaw. “The Cowboy Poet”
You were an adviser, an advocate;
When my older brother was absent
You, big guy, filled in quite appropriately
In his stead.
And, from you I learned of music
Yet unheard and unread,
In our day, the scent of
patchouli and oranges
Filled the air, and
Bushy was our hair!
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Street Sense Pride: Causes for Celebration

COMMUNITY SERVICES

September 2014: Eric Thompson-Bey clears parole after 3 years

Housing/Shelter

Clothing

November 2014: Ibn Hipps clears parole after 5 years

Outreach

Transportation

December 2014: Jerry Hickerson just started schooling again after a hiatus since 2003

Education

Legal Assistance

Food

Showers

Medical/Healthcare

Laundry

December 2014: Shuhratjon Ahmadjonov obtained housing
December 12, 2014: Over 30 of our vendors gathered to celebrate the holidays

Academy of Hope: 269-6623
601 Edgewood St, NE		
aohdc.org

Bread for the City:
265-2400 (NW) | 561-8587 (SE)
1525 7th St, NW | 1640 Good Hope Rd, SE
breadforthecity.org

Calvary Women’s Services: 678-2341
1217 Good Hope Road, SE		
calvaryservices.org

Catholic Charities: 772-4300
catholiccharitiesdc.org/gethelp

Charlie’s Place: 232-3066
1830 Connecticut Ave, NW
charliesplacedc.org

Christ House: 328-1100
1717 Columbia Rd, NW		
christhouse.org

Church of the Pilgrims: 387-6612
2201 P St, NW		
churchofthepilgrims.org/outreach
food (1 - 1:30 on Sundays only)

Community Council for the Homeless
at Friendship Place: 364-1419
4713 Wisconsin Ave, NW		
cchfp.org

Community Family Life Services:
347-0511
305 E St, NW		
cflsdc.org

Community of Hope: 232-7356
communityofhopedc.org

Employment Assistance

Street Sense Pride is a pilot feature section to celebrate
the great things our vendors are doing for themselves: from
big milestones like what you see here to the small successes
that can still make someone’s day. You don’t always need to
write an article to tell a story.

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH ACCESS HOTLINE

Vendors - share your success with a staff member for the next edition!

SHELTER HOTLINE:
1–800–535–7252

Covenant House Washington:
610-9600
2001 Mississippi Avenue, SE
covenanthousedc.org

D.C. Coalition for the Homeless:
347-8870
1234 Massachusetts Ave, NW
dccfh.org

Father McKenna Center: 842-1112
19 Eye St, NW		
fathermckennacenter.org

Food and Friends: 269-2277
219 Riggs Rd, NE		
foodandfriends.org
(home delivery for those suffering from
HIV, cancer, etc)

Miriam’s Kitchen: 452-8926
2401 Virginia Ave, NW		
miriamskitchen.org

My Sister’s Place:
529-5991 (24-hour hotline)
mysistersplacedc.org

N Street Village: 939-2060		
1333 N Street, NW
nstreetvillage.org

New York Ave Shelter: 832-2359
1355-57 New York Ave, NE
		
Open Door Shelter: 639-8093
425 2nd St, NW
newhopeministriesdc.org/id3.html

Foundry Methodist Church: 332-4010
1500 16th St, NW
foundryumc.org/ministry-opportunities
ID (FRIDAY 9-12 ONLY)

Samaritan Inns: 667-8831
2523 14th St, NW		
samaritaninns.org

Georgetown Ministry Center:
338-8301
1041 Wisconsin Ave, NW		
georgetownministrycenter.org

Samaritan Ministries:
1516 Hamilton Street NW | 722-2280
1345 U Street SE | 889-7702
samaritanministry.org

Gospel Rescue Ministries: 842-1731
810 5th St, NW
grm.org

Jobs Have Priority: 544-9128
425 Snd St, NW
jobshavepriority.org

Sasha Bruce Youthwork: 675-9340
741 8th St, SE		
sashabruce.org

So Others Might Eat (SOME)
797-8806
71 O St, NW		
some.org

John Young Center: 639-8569
119 D Street, NW
Martha’s Table: 328-6608
2114 14th St, NW		
marthastable.org

St. Luke’s Mission Center: 333-4949
3655 Calvert St. NW
stlukesmissioncenter.org

Thrive DC: 737-9311

1-888-7WE HELP (1-888-793-4357)

1525 Newton St, NW		
thrivedc.org

Unity Health Care: 745-4300
3020 14th St, NW		
unityhealthcare.org

The Welcome Table: 347-2635
1317 G St, NW		
epiphanydc.org/thewelcometable
Whitman-Walker Health
1701 14th St, NW | 745-7000
2301 MLK Jr. Ave, SE | 797-3567
whitman-walker.org
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Saving the world
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L’ESCROC: EPISODE 2, pg 8

By Dele Akerejah, Vendor

this will be the last page of L’Escroc to grace the pages of Street
Sense. We’re excited to announce the series will continue to
be relased as an online exclusive, weekly, beginning mid January 2015, with the possibility of
increasing frequency to twice or thrice-weekly. You can stay up to date by checking creator Dele
Akerejah’s profile: http://streetsense.org/staff_members/dele-akerejah/

“I was in the most elite branch of the military,” he said as he straightened his posture.
“My official title was Field Radio Operator.”
As part of a national initiative to end
veteran homelessness, Robert received a
housing voucher from the Veterans Affairs
Supportive Housing initiative (HUD-VASH).
He’s had a roof over his head and a place
to call home for about three years.
Robert’s journey with Street Sense began about two months ago when he met
some vendors at a mayoral rally in Freedom Plaza. During his time here, Robert
has made an appearance at the Street
Sense office almost daily, meeting with
the writer’s group, illustration workshop,
theater group and filmmaker’s co-op.
“I have found that all these classes and
groups have brought out some skills that
were lying dormant within me—that have
not been utilized for awhile,” he said.
Robert is also a part of a group that
deems itself Focus Attitude Commitment
to Excellence (FACE). The group, led by
fellow vendor Robert Warren, meets to discuss various issues vendors want to change

and offers them an outlet to be proactive.
Every day, Robert heads out to his
main post at 17th and K Streets Northwest around the Farragut North Metro
stop. He always tries to be kind to those
he comes in contact with, and has a passion to help people.
“I try to be a blessing to others. I’ve tried
to look into an individual and look beyond
what I see on the surface,” Robert said.
But putting a smile on his face hasn’t
always been easy. Getting to this point has
been a bumpy ride for him. Robert found
himself homeless while living in Chicago.
He went from sleeping in a condo to sleeping in an ally behind a condo building.
Instead of sitting around, Robert decided to work at the local street newspaper:
StreetWise. He admitted that while he
working with the newspaper in Chicago,
he went through depression and a lot of
stress because he lost his main job. But he
held tight to those closest to him.
As Robert started talking about his family, a smile stretched across his face. He
told me about his two adult children, a
daughter and a son, and his “two beautiful grandchildren.” Though he doesn’t see
his family often, Robert keeps in contact
with them almost daily. He said he’s very
proud of his children.
Robert’s daughter is a nurse, and his son
is working and going to school. Robert also
linked his happiness to his spirituality.
“It’s not so much what I’ve done, it’s
all about the building of God’s kingdom
and that He be glorified. It’s in Him that
I live, breathe and have my very being.
Without Him I am nothing.
Even through his toughest days, Robert
has kept on smiling and fighting through
the difficulties he faces.
“I’ve always believed that a setback is
just a set up for a comeback.”

ATTENTION!

As we sat down for our interview,
Street Sense vendor and native Washingtonian Robert Williams pulled out from his
bag a rolled up photo of himself wearing his Marine Corps “blues.” Robert is a
proud vet, and he’s not shy about it.

